Commercial
equipment
is evolving.
So are its
challenges.

Contemporary protection
for your policyholders.
The technologies that drive today’s commercial equipment
present many opportunities and almost as many challenges.
Electronic components are more susceptible to loss and
specialized repairs can be expensive. That’s why
Mutual Boiler Re oﬀers Equipment Breakdown coverage
designed to protect your policyholders from the kind of
losses that could shut down a business.

Responding across
the spectrum.
Our ﬁrst priority is getting businesses back to normal
as soon as possible. We help policyholders recover
from many losses that can impact their bottom line,
such as:
Manufacturing
When an electrical service panel arcs, an entire
facility can shut down, causing damage to
production equipment.
Oﬃces
Loss of air conditioning for an extended period due
to a covered equipment breakdown can lead to oﬃce
closures and lost income.
Medical facilities
Patient information, surgical scheduling,
electronic medical records and data can all be
aﬀected by physical damage to computer
equipment.

From factory
to corner store.
This is just some of the vital commercial and
industrial equipment Mutual Boiler Re’s Equipment
Breakdown coverage is designed to protect:
•

AC systems

•

Automatic sprinklers

•

Computer equipment

•

Cooking equipment

•

Electric switches

•

Electrical equipment

•

Elevators

•

Engine-driven generators

•

Heater boilers

•

Machine tools

•

Pumps

•

Refrigeration equipment

•

Transformers

Before loss happens.
We understand you want to help your policyholders
prevent loss. So we oﬀer many up-to-date resources to
help them protect themselves:
•

Practical hazard guides

•

Property loss prevention training, including access
to FM Global’s extensive library of resources

•

Interactive, hands-on learning at the FM Global
SimZone, a state-of-the-art educational facility

Jurisdictional inspections
above industry average.
Our on-time inspection rate is one of the best in the
industry. More than that, Mutual Boiler Re oﬀers
exceptional transparency and a collaborative spirit. You’ll
ﬁnd that we freely share inspection data with our partner
companies. Our commissioned FM Global inspectors–a
team 250 strong–report red ﬂags during inspections and
help your insured address violations.

Our latest innovation:
Commercial Power Plus.
For policyholders who want extra protection, this new coverage
enhancement keeps them ahead of the unexpected through:
•

Risk Improvement coverage

•

Oﬀ-premises

•

Temperature Fluctuation
coverage

•

Data restoration

•

Unauthorized instruction

•

Cloud computing

•

Electronic equipment

•

Green coverage

•

Business interruption

•

Extra expense

•

Microelectronics

•

Spoilage

What makes us diﬀerent.
We are the only mutual reinsurance organization
focused solely on equipment breakdown, which means
our expertise runs exceptionally deep. But that’s just
part of the Mutual Boiler Re story.
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Commercial.
Homeowners.
Farmowners.
Need a dedicated partner?
Reach out at 800-814-4458
or info@mutualboilerre.com,
or visit mutualboilerre.com

